
 

First, safety first! Make sure the car is properly supported when it is in the air! 

 

Rear strut lift 

Trans cross member 

 Two larger bolts and 4 shorter bolts next to the blocks.  

Engine cross member 

 Bolts are lying on top. Large washer goes in top. Nut and lock washer go in bottom 

when bolted. 

Front strut lift 

 

 

 



Front 

1. Lift the car on wheel at a time, while properly supporting it with a floor jack.  

2. Un bolt the wheel 

3. Un bolt the top of the strut, 12mm socket 

 

4. Unbolt the bottom of the strut, 14mm socket 

 



5. You will need to cut the metal tab that the brake line is connected through, after you pull the 

little clip off. This will allow the strut to come all the way of the car, without having to break the 

brake lines loos.  

 

 

 

6. It will make your life easier if you unhook the swap bar to allow more up and down play in the 

control arm. 14mm 

 



7. Once you have the strut out begin to bolt the correct 2” lift block to the top of the strut.  Both 

are labels, pass and driv. The arrow on the top points to the front of the car.  

Remember do the bolt that look like it won’t go on first! This is something that goes with every kit 

out there. If you tilt the lift block like the photo it will fit on there, screw it down nice and tight then 

finish the other 2 bolts. 

 

8. Put the top of the strut in place first and bolt it up! Make sure the arrow is pointing to the front 

of the car! Now you will want to put the bottom of the strut back into the hole. If you don’t feel 

it will flex enough then you might want to unbolt the inner section if the control arm 14mm. 

Also a large crow bar or 2x4 will help to flex it in place. 

Make sure you put the 14mm bolt back in the bottom of the strut.  



  

Almost finished, bolt her back up and then make sure everything is night a tight! 

Rear 

1. Unbolt the tire; make sure it’s supported by a jack stand! 

2. Unbolt the two 17mm bolts to loosen the top of the rear strut up. 

 

3. Unbolt the bottom of the strut another 17mm and its out. 



 

 

4. Rotate the strut 180 degree! So It won’t bolt up to the frame straight. BUT instead bolt it to 

the 2” bracket, like thus. Lock washers go in the wide with the nut.  

 
 

 

 

5. Bolt it up to the frame; make sure you don’t cross thread them!  



 
 

9. Now you should be able to bolt the bottom of the strut easy. And fished tightening everything.  

 

Sub-frame drop 

1. The two arrows bellow are pointing to the cross member blocks. This is where you will be 

putting your 1.5” blocks and new long bolts in. You will be removing the old cross member 

bolts/bracket. There is a Philips screw holding it on there (red arrow). Your best bet is to support 

the cross member with a bottle jack and unbolt it slowly allowing it to move down to where you 

can put the blocks in place. You may need to also use a bottle jack to lower the transmission sub 

frame as well at the same time. If it will flex enough then it, you will bolt the blocks in then 

move onto the rear transmission cross member drop. 

2. The orange arrow is pointing to the location of the transmission bolt points (same as the other 

side of the car). There is three bolts on each side of the transmission, 2 holes are at the same 

height, the other one is stepped lower. The longer blocks labels Trans drop go in 2 holes point, 

and the single get one of the smaller blocks. You will be replacing all the bolts with new longer 

bolts that go through the blocks into the frame. Where the transmission mustache bolts up the 

frame is where the longest bolt is needed. 



 

 

Note: Depending on model the shifter linkage may need to be lowered or extended. Also the 

radiator fan will be lowered 1.5” when the blocks are in place so the fan shroud will need to be 

lowered or cut the bottom half off to allow it to go down far enough.   

 



 

Please make sure everything is tight and properly secured before you take it for a drive! If you have any 

quistions please don’t hesitate to call me. 5035750034 

 

Thanks! Happy lifting!  

Patrick Anderson 


